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Project tittle: A CRAFT COMPLEX IN SAPONE, BURKINA FASO 

Located about thirty kilometers from the capital city of Ouagadougou, the town of Sapone is 

known for its conical hat made of straw and decorated with leather : the "Sapone-Zugpeogo", 

commonly called "Sapone hat". It is a craft jewel registered in the Burkinabe cultural heritage 

which makes the pride of the nationals of the locality. This craft product has become an emblem 

of Burkinabe culture and an instrument of pride. This hat symbolizes peace, tolerance and social 

cohesion. 

However, the absence of suitable frameworks for the manufacture of hats and the lack of 

organization compromises the opportunities that this sector offers for the artisans and for the 

entire community. The idea of establishing an artisanal complex in Sapone comes in this context 

as a support to the safeguarding of the cultural wealth of the "Moaga" people. Safeguarding 

efforts focus on encouraging artisans to continue production and to pass on their skills to others, 

especially within their community. The aim is to provide artisans with better working conditions 

and to strengthen the chain of intergenerational transmission while promoting the hat. 

This craft complex must be a new place that brings together passionate artisans and a public 

seeking learning. Our project is composed of an administration which is the management body 

and the structural framework, a unit of manufacture/production which includes all the 

operations of realization of the hats. In addition, a learning unit that will create an environment 

conducive to the transmission of knowledge and know-how. Finally, we distinguish 

exhibition/sales areas that will allow the public to see the different products and possibly related 

services such as catering, the open-air theater and the central square. Finally we have annexes 

such as parking lots, technical premises, booths, ... 

The accompanying architectural project seeks to create an emblematic building that explores 

history and focuses on heritage values, while echoing nature. It is intended to be a reference in 

terms of energy transition and aims to perpetuate the traditional construction method with a 

view to sustainable and harmonious development. The architecture is inspired by the “Moaga” 

culture, the local culture. We define the aspect of centrality from the PLACE "Naaba KOUDA", 

based on the principle of several blocks linked together around an inner courtyard in the style 

of the traditional habitat specific to several ethnic groups of Burkina Burkina. 

We mainly used the following materials in our project: Concrete used for foundations and structural 

elements (columns, beams...), the Lateritic blocks cut for the filling, Steel for structural members, 

Aluminum and fiber cement corrugated sheet for roofing, and Wood for sunshade elements. 


